Mphasis Partners with Artificial Intelligence Leader Arago
to Provide Next Generation Automation Solutions
New York, Bengaluru, October 04, 2016
Mphasis, a leading IT services and solutions provider, partners with Arago, a pioneer in artificial intelligence (AI)
and leader in intelligent IT automation based in Frankfurt/Main, Germany and New York, U.S. Together the two
industry leaders will deliver cutting-edge automation platforms, leveraging both Arago’s problem-solving AI
HIRO™ (Human Intelligence Robotically Optimized) and Mphasis’ deep domain expertise across niche verticals.
These solutions will enable customers to automatically identify, predict, and resolve tasks of today’s complex IT
environment, thus significantly improving their IT functions, the flexibility of IT operations and reaching optimal
IT costs over time.
With the partnership, Mphasis will augment its offerings in the automation space and build greater market
credibility as an early adopter of autonomics driven infrastructure solutions. Arago’s platform HIRO will empower
Mphasis to offer best-in-class automation solutions to its customers, as HIRO achieves astounding automation
rates even in heterogeneous IT environments. The continuously self-learning platform automates the entire IT
stack – even individual applications. It is able to solve trouble tickets and machine monitoring events at every
level of operations, which significantly reduces operating costs while improving speed and flexibility.
“In this digital age, success is driven by swiftly adopting technological innovations, enabling companies to
perform better and smarter. Although there are numerous complexities that we encounter in today’s hybrid IT
environments, intelligent automation has revolutionized the way operations are managed. We want to offer our
clients a truly unique solution that relieves their IT from time-consuming tasks, giving them more time to improve
their business, while guaranteeing a seamless integration into their IT ecosystems. This is where Arago steps in.
Our partner delivers cutting-edge AI technology. Together, we are looking for a rollout of jointly developed
solutions that will help our customers to quickly optimize IT costs, drastically enhance efficiencies of their IT and
provide better customer service and satisfaction overall,” said Gopinathan Padmanabhan, Chief Innovation
Officer and President - Global Delivery, Mphasis.
“The complexity of corporate IT environments is challenging many businesses. AI based automation has become
a significant advantage in the digital age as it enables companies to shift their focus from simply managing current
IT operations to innovation and technological advancement. Otherwise, they risk being left behind by their
competitors. For Arago, Mphasis is an ideal partner, who not only has a strong reputation for being an IT leader,
but is also among the first global players that recognized the immense value of AI technology for their customers”,
said Chris Boos, Chief Executive Officer, Arago.
About Mphasis
Mphasis enables chosen customers to meet the demands of an evolving market place. Recently named by
American Banker and BAI as one of the top companies in FinTech and as the “Most Distinguished Digital Company
in 2015” by The Economic Times, Mphasis fuels this by combining superior human capital with cutting edge
solutions in hyper-specialized areas. Contact Mphasis on www.mphasis.com.
About Arago
Arago is a high-tech company driven by the spirit of German engineering. Founded by computer scientist Chris
Boos in 1995 and based in Frankfurt and New York, Arago offers intelligent automation solutions for enterprise
IT. Arago’s key product is HIRO™, an intelligent IT automation platform using problem-solving artificial
intelligence. KKR, a leading global investment firm, partnered up with Arago in October 2014 to support Arago’s
business development and international expansion. To learn more about Arago, please visit www.arago.co.
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